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Abstract
Due to the lack of parallel data in current
Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) task,
models based on Sequence to Sequence frame-
work cannot be adequately trained to obtain
higher performance. We propose two data syn-
thesis methods which can control the error rate
and the ratio of error types on synthetic data.
The first approach is to corrupt each word in
the monolingual corpus with a fixed probabil-
ity, including replacement, insertion and dele-
tion. Another approach is to train error gener-
ation models and further filtering the decod-
ing results of the models. The experiments
on different synthetic data show that the error
rate is 40% and the ratio of error types is the
same can improve the model performance bet-
ter. Finally, we synthesize about 100 million
data and achieve comparable performance as
the state of the art, which uses twice as much
data as we use.
1 Introduction
The task of Grammatical Error Correction is pri-
marily aimed at detecting and correcting errors in
essays. e.g. I follows his advices→ I followed his
advice. With the increasing number of English as
a Second Language learners (ESL) and the success
of four shared tasks (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011;
Dale et al., 2012; Ng et al., 2013, 2014), more and
more researchers focus on the study of GEC.
Since Brockett(Brockett et al., 2006) introduced
the idea of translation to solve the problem of GEC
by translating error text into right one, a lot of
sequence to sequence models have been applied
to GEC (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018a,b; Grund-
kiewicz and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018; Ge et al.,
2018). All of these studies are based on two public
corpora, the largest parallel corpus Lang-8 (Mizu-
moto et al., 2011) and NUS Corpus of Learner En-
glish (NUCLE) (Dahlmeier et al., 2013).
Although these corpora contain millions of sen-
tence pairs, the model still cannot be trained to
achieve higher performance in GEC tasks. Thus,
the state-of-the-art systems (Junczys-Dowmunt
et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019; Lichtarge et al.,
2019) regard GEC as a low-resource Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) task. Neither of their
methods takes full account of the impact of differ-
ent error rates and error type ratios on the results.
Therefore, we propose two data synthesis meth-
ods that can control the error information of syn-
thetic data. The effects of different error rates, er-
ror types and the size of the synthesized corpus on
the performance of the model are also discussed.
The first approach is rule-based, corrupting each
token of monolingual corpus with a fixed probabil-
ity according to the required error rate. Corruption
operations include deleting tokens, inserting and
replacing random tokens in the vocabulary. The
ratio of error types on the synthetic data is con-
trolled by the probability of operations.
The second approach is based on Back trans-
lation mechanism. We separately train statistical
machine translation (SMT) and NMT models on
the corpora of correct → error sentence pairs
and introduce noise to the monolingual corpus in
the decoding stage. In order to control the error
distribution of synthetic data, we propose a filter-
ing strategy to remove instances with lower error
rate and types of errors that we don’t need.
By controlling variables, we explore the effects
of different error rates and ratio of error types
on the model performance. Finally, we pretrain
our model on 100 million synthesized data and
achieve a comparable result to the state of the
art (Lichtarge et al., 2019), which use about 170
million Wikipedia revision histories with manual
modifications.
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Figure 1: The Grammatical Error Correction system. (I) Introducing errors into grammatical monolingual corpora
in two ways. (II) Using synthetic parallel corpora to pretrain the model. (III) Finetuning the GEC model with
learner corpora.
2 Method
2.1 GEC system
A lot of recent work has proved the feasibility of
using Sequence-to-Sequence Model to solve GEC
problems, which showed immense success in neu-
ral machine translation. Unlike NMT task, there
are not enough available learner corpora in GEC.
This motivates the use of data augmentation with
monolingual data.
Figure 1 shows the process of our GEC system.
We introduce two important concepts and propose
two approaches for data augmentation, including
ruled-based method and Back-translation. Fur-
thermore, we put forward a filtering strategy for
the corpora to balance error rate and ratio of error
types. After pre-training on the synthetic parallel
corpora, we fine-tune our GEC model with learner
corpora.
2.2 Error Rate
Although the task of grammatical error correction
is currently regarded as the translation task, the
main difference is that both source and target of
the GEC use the same language. The original text
and its corresponding correction text may be very
similar or different. Two examples are shown in
the following:
(1) Error : Students often travel hundreds of
mile to get here .
Correct : Students often travel hundreds of
miles to get here .
(2) Error : Students often travel to here.
Correct : Students often travel hundreds
of miles to get here .
The first pair of sentences has few modifica-
tions. When the model is over-trained on such
data, it is more likely to simply copy the inputs
without correcting any words. For the second ex-
ample, the error sentence contains too little infor-
mation to be corrected. Models can hardly learn
useful information from the training data like this.
It is feasible to train decoders with such exam-
ples (Sennrich et al., 2016a), but this is beyond the
scope of this work.
Therefore, we hope to quantitatively analyze the
amount of information contained in the corpus.
We define the Error Rate (Erate) in grammar er-
ror correction task as:
Erate(S) =
∑n
i=0 Levenshtein(S
err
i , S
cor
i )∑n
i=0 Length(S
cor
i )
(1)
where n is the number of sentence pairs in
the corpus S, Serr refers to the source sen-
tence and Scor is the corresponding correction.
Levenshtein(Serri , S
cor
i ) is the shortest edit dis-
tance (minimum number of replacements, inser-
tions and deletions) between Serri and S
cor
i in to-
ken level. Length(Scori ) denotes the number of to-
kens in Scori .
2.3 Error Category
Another important concept in GEC task is the er-
ror types. We use the error categories proposed
by Bryant (Bryant et al., 2017) and further divide
them into two kinds of granularity.
(1) Coarse-grained error category :
• Missing type (M)
err : w0 ... wi−1 wi+1 ... wn
cor : w0 ... wi−1 wi wi+1 ... wn
Here, wi is a missing error type.
• Unnecessary type (U)
err : w0 ... wi−1 wi wi+1 ... wn
cor : w0 ... wi−1 wi+1 ... wn
Here, wi is an unnecessary error type.
• Replacement type (R)
err : w0 ... wi−1 w′i wi+1 ... wn
cor : w0 ... wi−1 wi wi+1 ... wn
Here, wi is a replacement error type.
(2) Fine-grained error category :
We distinguish 25 different error types de-
scribed in (Bryant et al., 2017). Such as,
ADJ : adjective error, ADV : Adverb er-
ror, DET : determiner error and so on.
2.4 Controllable Rule-based Corpora
Corruption
Increasing the size of the training set is a common
and effective method to improve performance of
neural network. By introducing artificial errors to
monolingual corpus, we can get more rich training
data for different topic and language phenomenon
with the error types we need.
Previous study synthesized data containing de-
terminer and noun number errors and found that
the recall on these error types increased signifi-
cantly, but the recall on other errors declined (Xie
et al., 2016). Therefore, only increasing partial er-
ror types may lead to the deviation of model.
In order to control the error rate and the ra-
tio of error types on synthetic data, we apply
the same processing method to each sentence in
One Billion Word Benchmark monolingual corpus
(Chelba et al., 2013). This corpus consist of nearly
one billion words of English taken from news ar-
ticles on the web. We corrupt each token t with
a fixed probability Erate. The operations of cor-
ruption include, deleting the current token t with
a probability of pm (Missing error type), insert-
ing a random token t′ in the vocabulary V to the
left of t with a probability of pu (Unnecessary er-
ror type) and replacing t with a random token t′
in V with a probability of pr (Replacement er-
ror type). Each operation corresponds to an er-
ror in this sentence pair. When the replaced token
t ∈ P = {′ ” , . ! ?}, it can be only replaced by
the elements in P. Algorithm 1 formalizes this ap-
proach. The vocabulary V is a collection of all dif-
ferent tokens in the monolingual and labeled cor-
pora.
Algorithm 1: Controllable Rule-based Cor-
pora Corruption
Input: vocabulary V , monolingual corpora Cm, target
error rate of the synthetic data Erate, percentage
of the missing error types pm, percentage of the
unnecessary error types pu, percentage of the
replacement error types pr
Output: corruption Corpora C
Initialize C = {}
for all sentences s in Cm do
for all tokens t in s do
rand=Random(1,100)
if rand > Erate then
continue
end
rand=Random(1,100)
if rand < pm
delete the token t from s
else if rand < pm + pu then
insert a token in V on the left of t
else if rand < pm + pu + pr then
replace t with a token in V
end if
end
Add si to C
end
return C
Examples of the corruption are shown in Table
1. It shows that the result of corruption is very sim-
ilar to the original text with the low Erate (10%).
With the increasing of Erate, the outputs of cor-
ruption become more disorderly.
2.5 Corpus Generation Based on
Back-translation
For fine-grained error category, it is very difficult
to define corrupt rules for all of the 25 error types.
This is not only time-consuming, but also difficult
to cover all the error phenomena wrote by learners.
Therefore, we adopt the Back-translation mech-
anism for synthesizing error text set. The main
idea of this mechanism is to train an error gener-
ation model on the corpus of correct → error
sentences, which is the opposite of the error cor-
rection model. In the decoding stage, model gen-
erates error sentences by introducing noise into
monolingual data.
We implement the error generation models in
two ways, include phrase based Moses system1
(Koehn et al., 2007) and attention based neural
1http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.Baseline
Error Rate Output
0%(original)
Results from dozens of clinical studies will be released at the gathering opening Friday and
running through June 2 .
10%
Results from dozens of clinical studies will [miss] released at the gathering opening Friday
and Overmedicated running through June 2 .
30%
Results from dozens lifestyles of [miss] studies will be released at [miss] gathering opening
Friday and running through [miss] .
50%
Results from [miss] will be [miss] at gathering Friday skeptical and running Alyas through
alternative June in 2 !
Table 1: Examples of the rule-based corruption with different Error Rates. The Bold Font represents the difference
from the original text. [miss] means that the token is deleted.
network Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). De-
tails of the implementation are shown as follows.
• Moses-Based error generation model
We don’t use the preprocessing script provided
by Moses Open Source Library on the labeled
data. We use GIZA++2 for word-aligning our
parallel data. The KenLM3 is used for training
a trigram language model on the source sen-
tences of the labeled data. The development
set is used to fine-tune the model.
• Transformer-Based error generation model
We use subword (Sennrich et al., 2016b) al-
gorithm to train a Byte Pair Encoding(BPE)
vocabulary on labeled data. The labeled and
monolingual data is split into sub-words by
BPE vocabulary. The union of sub-words is
the vocabulary used in error generation model.
We evaluate the development set at the end
of each epoch and save the model checkpoint
with the best cross entropy cost. The set-
tings of hyper parameters are the same as
the error correction model (described in sec-
tion 4.2). We follow the recommendation by
Edunov (Edunov et al., 2018) to restrict sam-
pling over the ten most likely words during in-
ference stage.
The proposed error generation models based on
Moses and Transformer are trained on Lang8 and
NUCLE. The development set is CoNLL2013 test
set. Examples of the Back-translation are shown
in Table 2. It can be seen that the decoding re-
sults are conservative. Compared with the original
sentence, the outputs contain only a few errors.
2.6 Filtering Strategy for synthetic data
In the previous section, we find that data syn-
thesized by the Back-translation method contains
2https://github.com/moses-smt/giza-pp
3https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/estimation/
lower error rate. Training on a corpus with fewer
errors will make the models become more conser-
vative when correcting errors. To solve this prob-
lem, we propose a filter strategy for the synthetic
data.
The goal of the strategy is to balance error rate
and ratio of error types. We greedily remove sen-
tence pairs with lower error rate and those con-
taining error types we do not need. The steps are
shown in the following.
1) Given the synthetic data X and correspond-
ing corrected data Y , target error rate Erate,
target ratio of n error types EtRatio =
{ e1, e2, ..., en} and the threshold θ which
controls the accuracy of filtering.
2) Calculate the error rate of each sentence pair
and arrange them in ascending order.
3) Remove sentence pairs greedily until error
rate of Erate ∗ (1− θ) is achieved.
4) Calculate the n error types for each sen-
tence pairs4 and count them as Et =
[ num1, num2, ..., numn].
5) Count the sum of n error types in the syn-
thetic data and record them as EtSum =
{ sum1, sum2, ..., sumn}.
6) Find the subscript i for the lowest target er-
ror type ratio EtRatio[i], mark the number
EtSum[i] as benchmark B. The benchmark
is the number of output for each proportion.
7) Using algorithm 2 to filter out sentence pairs
that contain error types beyond the target ra-
tio.
4https://github.com/chrisjbryant/errant/blob/master/parallel
_to_m2.py
Method Output
Original
Forecasts called for plunging temperatures and afternoon rain storms in the early Southern
Hemisphere autumn .
Moses
Forecasts called for plunging temperature and afternoon rain storm in the early Southern
Hemisphere autumn [miss]
Transformer
Forecasts called [miss] plunging temperatures and afternoon rain storm in the early South
Hemisphere autumn .
Table 2: Examples of the Back-translation with different models. The Bold Font represents the difference from
the original text. [miss] means that the token is deleted.
Algorithm 2: Filter Strategy for balancing the
ratio of error types
Input: the error-corrected pairs and the corresponding
number of n error types
Array = {x, y, Et = [num1, num2,
..., numn]}, target ratio of n error types
EtRatio = { e1, e2, ..., en}, threshold θ,
benchmark B, the sum of n error types
EtSum = [ sum1, sum2, ..., sumn]
Output: Filtered synthetic data Array
for all sentence pairs a in Array do
if all error types Et[i] in a.Et meet the
condition: EtSum[i] - Et[i] <
EtRatio[i]* B * ( 1 - θ ) then
delete a from Array;
update EtSum;
end
if all error types Et[i] in EtSum meet the
condition : Et[i] > EtRatio[i] *B*
(1 + θ) then
break;
end
end
return Array
3 Experiment Setup
3.1 Datasets
We use NUCLE (Dahlmeier et al., 2013) and
Lang8 (Mizumoto et al., 2011) as our labeled
training data. We choose the test set from the
CoNLL 2013 shared task (Ng et al., 2013) as our
development set and report MaxMatch(M2) score
(Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012) on the CoNLL-2014
shared task (Ng et al., 2014) test set. The mono-
lingual corpus we use is the One Billion Word
Benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013).
We remove the uncorrected sentence pairs from
the labeled data like previous work (Zhao et al.,
2019). By analyzing the data, we find that there
are many instances containing URLs in NUCLE,
illegal characters and emoji in Lang8. We remove
the sentence pairs containing these cases from all
training sets. The statistics of the corpora after
preprocessing are given in Table 3.
Corpus #sentences #tokens
NUCLE 21,177 0.5M
Lang-8 1,230,095 18.5M
One-Billion* 19,966,137 497M
CoNLL2013 1,382 -
CoNLL2014 1,312 -
Table 3: Statistics for the sentence pairs of all data
after preprocessing. Here, * refers that this corpus is
unlabeled.
3.2 Hyper Parameters
In this work, we use the Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) implemented by FAIR5 tool
kits as the error correction model.
The detailed parameters of the model are as fol-
lows: Both of the source embedding and the tar-
get embeddings have 512 dimensions and use the
same BPE vocabulary. We share the weights of
decoder’s input and output embeddings. Both of
the encoder and decoder have 6 multi-head lay-
ers and 8 attention heads. The size of inner layer
at each multi-head layer is 2048. We use Adam
optimizer to train transformer model with the in-
verse squared root schedule which will decay the
learning rate based on the inverse square root of
the warm-up steps. The learning rate initialize
with 5× 10−4 and warm-up during the first 4,000
steps. In order to train transformer adequately, we
use a batch size of 32,000 tokens and fine-tune the
model on labeled data for 30,000 steps. Dropout
is applied at a ratio of 0.3. The Loss function we
use is the Edit-weighted MLE objective (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) and the factor Λ is set to
1.2.
We use a random seed value of 3 for train-
ing process and save the model checkpoints for
each epoch. The ensemble model consists of eight
checkpoints that get the best loss value on devel-
5https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
opment set during fine-tuning. Calculate the geo-
metric average (Lichtarge et al., 2019) of all sin-
gle model outputs as the final output of the ensem-
ble model. During inference stage, we set beam
size to 12 and keep the best decoding results as
the model output without using any re-ranking.
4 Experiment and Analysis
As mentioned in Junczys-Dowmunt, Sequence-to-
Sequence training of neural networks is a recog-
nition optimization process, so it is prone to insta-
bility (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018). We use dif-
ferent random seeds to initialize the model. Table
4 shows that different initialization weights have a
great influence on the performance of the model.
Therefore, we will report the average of the model
scores initialized by random seed=1, 2 and 3 (not
ensemble) in all exploratory experiments.
Seed Precision Recall F0.5
1 57.44 32.25 49.68
2 55.56 30.80 47.86
3 56.67 32.19 49.19
Table 4: Scores of models initialized with different
random seeds.
We will analyze the impact of different error
rates and ratio of error types on synthetic data and
also verify the effectiveness of the filtering strat-
egy. We use the ERRANT6 to evaluate the model
performance by different error types.
4.1 Performance impact by different Error
Rates
Firstly, we investigate the impact of different er-
ror rates by the synthetic data on model perfor-
mance. We corrupt 1.25 million (1:1 to the labeled
data) monolingual corpus by rule-based method
described in Section 3.3. The ratio of the inser-
tion, deletion and replacement operations is 1:1:1.
We generate 10 sets of synthetic data with dif-
ferent error rates range from 10% to 100%. Each
set of the synthetic data is trained for five epochs.
Then, the labeled data is performed 30K updates
during fine-tuning. The other parameters of the
model used in the pre-training stage are the same
as those in the fine-tuning stage (described in Sec-
tion 4.2). We record the scores of three models
initialized with random seed=1, 2, 3 and report
the average of them (The blue line in Figure 2(a)).
6https://github.com/chrisjbryant/errant
We also train a baseline model that only use the
labeled data without pre-training (The red line in
Figure 2(a)).
Figure 2(a) shows that pre-training on the syn-
thetic data with error rate less than 30% is unhelp-
ful to improve the performance of the error cor-
rected model. When training on the synthetic data
with few mistakes (<=10%), the performance is
declined greatly compared with the baseline. This
also confirms what Xie said, "the addition of ex-
amples where source and target are identical data
may also cause the model to become too conser-
vative with edits and thus reduce the recall of the
system" (Xie et al., 2018). Therefore, we should
avoid using synthetic data with low error rate, even
labeled data.
The model performance gets best when error
rate is 40%. With the increasing of error rate
(>= 40%) on synthetic data, the scores of the
model do not change significantly. However, it is
worth noting that, pre-training with the high er-
ror rate (>= 80%) is still helpful to improve the
model performance. Theoretically, the source of
these data should be extremely disorderly. But
experiments show that the error corrected model
can still learn useful information from the noisy
source.
Figure 2(b) shows the variation of loss value for
models pretraining on synthetic data with different
error rate. The starting point of the four lines rep-
resents the superiority of the pre-training results
for synthetic data with different error rate. Pre-
training GEC model using synthetic corpus with
error rate of 40% (red line in (b)) can make the
model initialized into a more reasonable parame-
ter space. The effect of pre-training still has a great
impact on the process of fine-tuning, since we can
see that the red line (Error Rate = 40%) has been
kept at a very low value in the Figure 2(b).
4.2 Performance impact by different ratio of
Error Types
To make a comparison with the previous experi-
ments, we still generate 1.25 million data with the
rule-based methods and setErate to 30%. We vary
the proportion of the three operations, pm = 20%,
pu = 20%, pr = 60% as the first group of exper-
iments recorded as 1:1:3. The other two groups
are, pm = 60%, pu = 20%, pr = 20% and
pm = 20%, pu = 60%, pr = 20% denoted as
3:1:1 and 1:3:1, respectively. The procedure of
Figure 2: (a) F0.5 scores of models pre-training on the synthetic data with different error rates corrupted by rule-
based method. The red line is the baseline model training on the labeled data. The blue line is the models
pre-training on the different synthetic data and fine-tuning with the labeled data. (b) The loss value variation of
four fine-tuning models which are pre-trained on synthetic data with different error rate.
pre-training synthetic data is the same as before.
Figure 3 summarizes the results about these ex-
periments. We separately evaluate the F0.5 score
of coarse-grained error category, Missing (M),
Unnecessary (U) and Replacement (R). The per-
formance of 3:1:1 group, which has more missing
type errors, shows a significant increase in M type
compared with 1:1:1. The group of 1:3:1 performs
well in U type and it is as expected.
Unexpectedly, the experiment of 1:1:3 gets the
worst result and does not improve in R type. The
model may not understand the replacement oper-
ations very well. In terms of the results, adding
more replacement errors of synthetic data just
makes the imodel learn better on missing and un-
necessary type errors. Because a replacement op-
eration consists of an insert and a delete operation.
The ratio of M:U:R in the original training set
is 29:12:59 and the error rate is approximate 34%.
We generate a set of data with Erate = 30%,
pm = 36%, pu = 55% and pr = 9% (4:6:1),
which makes the M:U:R on the total data to 1:1:1.
The model achieves the best score 50.01.
4.3 Performance impact by different size of
Synthetic Data
In order to investigate whether performance im-
provement is increasing with higher ratios of syn-
thetic data, we perform four experiments for dif-
ferent error rate of synthetic data.
Figure 4 shows that when the size of the syn-
thetic data is the same, the corpus with 40% error
rate contributes more to the model than the corpus
with 30% error rate. As the scale of synthetic data
increasing, the performance of the model becomes
better and better. This conflicts with the conclu-
sion of Fadaee et al. (Fadaee and Monz, 2018)
in machine translation task. They find that transla-
tion quality does not improve linearly with the size
of the synthetic data. The model trained on (1:4)
real to synthetic ratio of training data achieves the
best results.
In our opinion, the main reason for the differ-
ent conclusions is the particularity of grammatical
error correction task. Since the source and target
language is the same in GEC, we can regard it as
a denoising procedure. The pseudo-data generated
by adding noise to rich contexts can be used to im-
prove the denoising ability of the model.
4.4 Effectiveness of the Filtering Strategy
The goal of the filtering strategy is to control error
rate and ratio of error types in corpus. In previ-
ous experiments, we have found that adjusting the
error rate or error types of synthetic corpus has a
great influence on model performance. Therefore,
we further verify that the filtering strategy for fine-
grained error types is also effective for data gener-
ated by Back-translation.
The two methods described in Section 3.4 is
used to introduce noise to the monolingual data.
We randomly sample 1.25 million lines of the
union of two output sets (+sample). We fil-
ter out sentence pairs in the two output sets
with low error rate to make the remaining cor-
pus Erate = 30% and randomly sample 1.25 mil-
lion lines (+ER0.3). The algorithm 2 is ap-
plied on the remaining corpus, making the ratio
of coarse-grained error category 1:1:1 (+Coarse-
gained) or the ratio of fine-grained error category
1:1:1:...:1 (+Fine-gained).
As it can be seen in Figure 5, the performance of
group +sample is much worse than that of group
Baseline. This indicates that using the unfiltered
Figure 3: Scores of models pre-training on the synthetic data corrupted by rule-based method with different ratio
of error types. (a), (b), (c) and (d) represent the F0.5 scores for Missing, Unnecessary, Replacement and ALL error
type, respectively.
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Figure 4: F0.5 scores of models pre-training on the
synthetic data with different number of synthetic data.
Each error rate contains four sets of experiments, in-
cluding 1:1 (1.25M), 2:1 (2.5M), 4:1 (6M) and 10:1
(12.5M).
data generated by Back-translation is unhelpful for
the training of the model. After the sentence pairs
with low error rate are filtered out (+ER0.3), the
model score is improved by 0.76 than +sample.
Both the result of +Coarse-gained and +Fine-
gained show that the filtered strategy can further
improve the score of the model by balancing the
proportion of error types in the corpus.
Previous experiments have shown that increas-
ing the number of partial error types leads the
model being more inclined to modify specific
types of errors, which is the reason for the poor re-
Figure 5: Scores of models pre-training on the syn-
thetic data generated by Back-translation. Baseline
refers the model training on labeled data without pre-
training.
sult of group +Sample. The most important con-
tribution of filtering strategy is to keep the same
proportion of all error types as possible to improve
the performance of the model.
4.5 Comparison with Other systems
We use the back-translation method to decode
100M monolingual data. After filtering out the
unqualified data in the synthetic corpus, there
was about 10M data left. Then, we synthesize
90M parallel data using rule-based method. All
synthetic corpora have about 40% error rate and
the same proportion of error types. In order to
generate enough data, we use the monolingual
corpus published by Junczys-Dowmunt (Junczys-
Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2016). Neither
method of synthesizing data is aimed at spelling
errors, so we add a spell checker based on Cy-
Hunspell7 with a language model training on the
monolingual data to correct the spelling errors.
The performance with the well known GEC sys-
tems as shown in Table 5. “Data Generation +
Transformer" uses about 170 million Wikipedia
revision histories with manual modification to pre-
train the model. Pre-training the model with syn-
thetic data makes our performance surpass most
systems. We only use fewer but more accessible
synthetic data to achieve result that is comparable
to Lichtarge (Lichtarge et al., 2019).
5 Discussion
We performe ablation analysis on our grammatical
error correction system. The results of each parts
are shown in Table 6.
Only using the Transformer model can make the
GEC system perform well. Further use of both
large-scale monolingual corpus for data augmen-
tation and model ensemble can greatly improve
the performance of the system. Because of the in-
put is token level, Transformer doesn’t pay much
attention to the information between characters.
This allows the spell checker to achieve improve-
ment.
We use the open source tool ERRANT (Bryant
et al., 2017) to analyze the F0.5 score of the two
models for correcting different types of errors.
The results of using pre-training data or not are
shown in Figure 6, respectively. Comparing the
two groups of experiments, we can see that the
model pre-training with synthetic data has better
performance in most error types than that with-
out using synthetic data. Especially in Verb In-
flection (VERB:INFL), Pronoun (PRON), Prepo-
sition (PREP), Morphology (MORPH) and Con-
junction (CONJ) errors, scores increased by more
than 10 percent. However, the model performance
declines 5 percent in terms of word order (WO)
errors. This may be due to the fact that our data
synthesis method does not produce more word or-
der errors. In future experiments, we will consider
using the method of disrupting the order of sen-
tences.
6 Related Work
Felice et al. propose a system that combines a
rule-based method and SMT system augmented by
7https://pypi.org/project/CyHunspell/
Figure 6: F0.5 scores for Fine-grained Error Category.
(a) The model pre-training on the 100M synthetic data.
(b) without pre-training
a language model (Felice et al., 2014). Junczys-
Dowmunt et al. (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grund-
kiewicz, 2014) use large-scale Lang-8 corpus to
tune the Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007). These
two studies prove that SMT system can combine
large corpus and perform well in GEC task. To ad-
dress the problem of lacking granularity below the
word level, Chollampatt and Ng use a character-
level SMT to correct the misspelled words (Chol-
lampatt and Ng, 2017).
The early work of neural machine translation
can not exceed the statistical machine transla-
tion at the same period for GEC task (Yuan
and Briscoe, 2016; Xie et al., 2016). Chol-
lampatt and Ng use a multilayer convolutional
encoder-decoder neural network which outper-
forms the current state-of-the-art statistical ma-
chine translation-based approach (Chollampatt
and Ng, 2018a). Grundkiewicz and Junczys-
Dowmunt combine the RNN with a phrase-based
SMT system to achieve a higher score (Grund-
kiewicz and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018). Junczys-
Dowmunt et al. apply Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to the GEC task and achieves good perfor-
mance (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018).
Motivated by the data scarcity for the GEC task,
many researchers focus on generating corpus for
data augmentation. Some works use rule-based
methods to generate artificial error data that con-
tains specific types of errors (Yuan and Felice,
2013; Xie et al., 2016; Rei et al., 2017). Ro-
zovskaya et al. construct confusion sets to re-
place specific words in error-free text. There are
fewer types of errors covered in synthetic corpus
Model Learner Corpora CoNLL-2014Precision Recall F0.5
CNN Seq2Seq(4 ens.+LM+spellcheck) (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018a) L8,NUCLE 65.49 33.14 54.79
Transformer(4 ens.+Many training strategies) (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) L8,NUCLE 63.00 38.90 56.10
SMT + BiGRU(4 ens.+LM+spellcheck) (Grundkiewicz and Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018) L8,NUCLE 66.77 34.49 56.25
CNN Seq2Seq + Quality Estimation(12 ens.) (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018b) L8,NUCLE,FCE - - 56.52
Data Generation + Transformer(8 ens.) (Lichtarge et al., 2019) L8,NUCLE 66.70 43.90 60.40
Ours(8 ens.) L8,NUCLE 70.63 37.04 59.79
Table 5: Comparison of state-of-the-art GEC systems on CoNLL-2014 test set. Our ensemble model is a geometric
average of eight best checkpoints for a single model. Here, - represents that the result is not public.
Model P R F0.5
Transformer 61.25 33.52 52.56
+ 100M 66.64 32.65 55.16
+ SpellChecker 67.98 34.55 56.96
+ 8 ens. 70.63 37.04 59.79
Table 6: Results on the CoNLL-2014 test sets. + 100M
means using the 100M synthetic data. + SpellChecker
refers to add the spelling checker based on the language
model mentioned above.
(Rozovskaya and Roth, 2010). Felice et al. use
linguistic information to characterize contexts of
naturally occurring errors and replicate them in
error-free text (Felice and Yuan, 2014). Neither
of their methods takes full account of the impact
of different error rates and error type ratios on the
results. Ge et al. propose a dual reinforcement
learning strategy that alternately train grammati-
cal error correction and generation model, without
using monolingual data (Ge et al., 2018). Unlike
them, we use the generation model to decode the
monolingual corpus and synthesize a large number
of additional grammatical error correction data.
Both Rei (Rei et al., 2017) and Xie (Xie et al.,
2018) add noise to monolingual data using Back-
translation mechanism of SMT and NMT, respec-
tively. Greedy use of all synthetic corpus makes
the models fail to achieve a high score. Lichtarge
et al. extract the edits between snapshots from
the Wikipedia revisions history to generate paral-
lel corpus (Lichtarge et al., 2019).
7 Conclusion
To solve the Grammatical Error Correction prob-
lem, we use Transformer which is a powerful deep
sequence-to-sequence architecture to translate un-
grammatical text into right one. Motivated by the
data scarcity for the GEC, we introduce two im-
portant concepts, error rate and error type, and
propose two data synthesis methods that can con-
trol the error rate and ratio of error types on the
synthetic data. The first approach is to use differ-
ent proportions of insert, delete and replace oper-
ations to corrupt monolingual corpus. The second
approach is to introduce noise into the monolin-
gual corpora by using the Back-translation mech-
anism and use a controllable method to filter the
synthetic parallel data. Both rule-based and Back-
translation methods can be easily applied to any
domain or language of monolingual corpora (e.g.,
biomedical domain, German).
By controlling variables, we validate the effects
of different error rates and ratio of error types on
the model performance. When the error rate is
40% and the proportion of different error types is
the same, the performance of the model can im-
prove significantly. Our method does not depend
on any external knowledge and manual modifica-
tion, which can achieve comparable score as the
state of the art.
Correcting misuse of nouns (NOUN) and verbs
(VERB) remains a challenging issue, which re-
quires the understanding of the context and the
ability of inference. In the future work, we will
try to add some reasoning mechanisms to the
sequence-to-sequence model. Grammatical cor-
pus will be used to synthesize more word order
errors in order to improve the performance on cor-
recting WO errors.
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